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IMPORTANT: Don't use the browser back button to get back to the question. This will allow the test to take place. Good luck! 0 of 5 questions completed By Questions: Information This sample A5 test is 5 questions long and taken out of a pool of 12 questions. Each paid A5 professional test is 25 questions and takes
143 questions out of the pool. Take more than one sample test and experience how each test changes with new and random order questions. Our time tests do not include explanations of the right and wrong answers found at the end of each question. This research feature is included in all of our untimed tests. You've
already completed the quiz before. So you can't start it again. You have to log in or register to start the quiz. You have to finish the following quiz to start this quiz: 0 out of 5 questions answered correctly your time: Time has passed you reached 0 out of 0 points, (0) Disc Brake Diagnostics 0% Disc Brake Diagnostics -
Repair 0% Drum Brake Diagnostics and Repair 0% Electronic Brake Control Systems - (ABS), (TCS), (ESC) Diagnostics and Repair 0% Hydraulic, Power Assist, and Parking Brake Systems Diagnostics and Repair 0% Various Systems Diagnostics and Repair 0% Power Assist Units one of our free test samples. Your
score is shown above as well as how you scored in each individual area of the ASE A5 test content. Pressing the restart test button will start a new test with some different questions presented in the new random order. Clicking the Question View button will open the entire test below for you to view your answers and help
strengthen the material. Start preparing properly for your next ASE certification today. Click Buy Now to get started immediately. Buy now! ASE A5 Brakes Practice Test 1. The answer is wrong. The pressure differential switch alerts the driver to a possible hydraulic leak in the system. The answer is B correct. The
measuring valve retains hydraulic pressure on the front brakes and gives the system the ability to overcome the voltage of the rear drum spring. The measuring valve helps to achieve balanced braking. The C answer is wrong. The proportional valve controls the pressure on the rear brakes. It is used to prevent the rear
wheel from locking. Answer D is wrong. The aerated brake fluid causes the spongy pedal and affects the front and rear brakes. 2. Answer A wrong. The low level of liquid illuminates the red brake light. Check the level of the brake fluid and the lid of the tank if there is a red warning light. B's answer is wrong. The pressure
differential switch activates the red brake warning light at unequal fluid pressure. The C answer is wrong. A red warning signal indicates a problem with a hydraulic system or a parking brake. Answer D The answer to D is correct because the free wheel speed sensor plug will illuminate the amber warning light instead of
the red brake warning light. 3. The answer is wrong. Only because both the A and B answers are correct. Check the light bulb socket for proper fit and work. B's answer is wrong. The right rear lamp and socket should be checked. The C answer is wrong. The fuse protects the entire chain. The left brake light circuit would
also not work if the fuse was loose or blown up. The answer is D correct. Both A and B are true. Check the socket and lamp for work and resistance. 4. The answer is wrong. Technician B is correct. The procedure involves smooth, light stops from 30 mph with no tight stops from 55 mph. Burnout or break in the procedure
treats the friction of materials in the pads. This provides better braking performance. The C answer is wrong. Technician B is correct. Answer D is wrong. Technician B is correct. 5. Answer A wrong. Both techniques are right. This type of master cylinder is used with low resistance brake wickets. It has a large diameter
piston, and the primary low-pressure well is located at the rear or the pressure of the end of the main cylinder. B's answer is wrong. A quick take master cylinder provides more volume of brake fluid to take up extra space between the pads and the rotor. They're economical. The answer is C correct. Both techniques are
right. Answer D is wrong. Both techniques are right. Page 2 ASE A5 Brake Practice Test 6. The answer is correct. Rust and debris lead to uneven surfaces on the hub flank. B's answer is wrong. Sticking slide pins cause uneven pad wear. The C answer is wrong. Since it has four new rotors; it's most likely something
different, like a hub flank. Answer D is wrong. Excessive side steering will cause vibration in the steering wheel. The importance of checking components such as the hub flank should not be underestimated. Rust or debris on the flank leads to a return with a pulsation, which occurs when braking. 7. The answer is correct.
Air bubbles in the braking lines lead to a soft spongy pedal. B's answer is wrong. A low multi-scale vacuum would deprive the vacuum aid unit of its vacuum source. The C answer is wrong. A faulty vacuum amplifier leads to a rigid brake pedal. Answer D is wrong. Leak master sealing the cup cylinder cause the brake
pedals disappear to the floor. 8. Answer A wrong. Worn brake pads lead to a screeching brake. B's answer is wrong. Excessively adjusted brakes result in brakes and worn rear brake shoes. The C answer is wrong. The proportional valve prevents the rear wheel from locking. The answer is D correct. A faulty measuring
valve leads to a nosedive condition. 9. Answer A wrong. The stripped-down left front tire causes noise that changes in the field on different road surfaces. The answer is B correct. The bearings make a grinding or snarling noise that changes the height during turns. The bearing on the outside of the turn works bigger and
louder because has more weight of the vehicle, relying on it. The C answer is wrong. The left front brake resistance causes the vehicle to pull to the left. Answer D is wrong. Worn racks lead to cup tyres. 10. The answer is wrong. The flashing light of TCS is responding to slippery road conditions. This indicates that the
system is activated and restores cravings for wet or icy road. B's answer is wrong. If abs and pull control light light continuously, the system should be scanned for codes. The answer is C correct. Both techniques are right. TCS traction control systems require a wheel speed sensor on each wheel. Answer D is wrong.
Most of these systems have a deactivation switch if traction management is not desirable, for example in deep snow. Page 3 ASE A5 Brake Practice Test 11. The answer is wrong. DOT 5.1 is a different chemistry; It is a non-silicone alternative that should not be mixed with the BRAKE fluid DOT 5. B's answer is wrong.
Most modern cars use DOT 3 or DOT 4, glycol (Polyalkylene glycol ether) based on brake fluid. The C answer is wrong. Point 5 is silicon-based, DOT 4 is a common glycol-based brake fluid. The answer is D correct. Silicone liquid (DOT 5) is usually found in special applications such as show cars because it does not
damage the painted surface as its glycol counterpart. 12. Answer A wrong. Old and contaminated brake fluid affects braking performance and results in spongy brake pedals. You'll need a flush of brake fluid. The answer is B correct. The master cylinder of the seal cup is worn as the liquid bypasses the seal, the brake
pedal disappears on the floorboards. The C answer is wrong. A faulty brake amplifier results in no or little brake relief resulting in a hard brake pedal. Answer D is wrong. The front disc of the rear brake systems of the drum have measuring valves to overcome the pressure of the rear drum spring and achieve balanced
braking. 13. The answer is wrong. When the drum shows signs of minor pitting, it can be a shoe. B's answer is wrong. When the drum shows signs of minor scoring, it can be a swell. The answer is C correct. If the brake drum starts to crack, it cannot be treated or replaced. Small cracks lead to large cracks, and the
crack may be deeper in the cast than it seems. Answer D is wrong. Measure the inside of the brake drum with a micrometer of the brake drum. Never turn off the drum or rotor from these specifications. They apply to the inner surface of the drum after it turns the drum, not before. 14. The answer is wrong. The batteries
are located on integrated and non-integrated ABS systems. The answer is B correct. High-pressure units can be dangerous and must be discharged before removal. Always check with the manufacturer's procedures before disassembling the ABS block. The C answer is wrong. Technician B is correct. Answer D is wrong.
Technician B is correct. 15. The answer is wrong. Compression fittings do not withstand the safe pressure produced by car braking systems. Answer B The braking lines are made of two-wall steel pipes and are covered with tin or alloy capable of resisting rust and corrosion. The C answer is wrong. Do not use copper
tubes on car braking systems because it is unable to withstand the high pressure and vibrations of two-wall steel pipes. Answer Answer it's wrong. Never reuse the same brass washer when replacing a worn brake hose. Always replace these washers with new ones provided by the manufacturer. Page 4 ASE A5 Brake
Practice Test 16. The answer is wrong. The car is equipped with a four-wheel drive braking system; brake shoes found on the drum brakes. Glazed brake boots are the result of excessive heat caused by dragging the brake block. Glazing is more of a problem with shoes because the brake pads are better ventilated. B's
answer is wrong. The car is equipped with a four-wheel drive braking system; Adjust the brake shoes on the drum braking systems. The C answer is wrong. Glazed brake pads are the result of excessive heat caused by dragging the brake block. Glazed boots or pads cause the brakes to fade, resulting in loss of friction
and reduced braking performance. The answer is D correct. A break in the braking line or twisted brake hose leads to a drag brake. Never let the braking wicketkeeper hang on the flexible brake hose and be careful not to twist the hose when reinstalling the wicketkeeper. 17. Answer A wrong. Measure the rotor for
concurrency or different thickness around the rotor surface using an external micrometer. B's answer is wrong. Use an external micrometer to measure the thickness of the rotor and compare it to the minimum thickness stamped on the rotor. This test tests the rotor for concurrency. Check four to eight different spots
around the rotor to find the thinnest spot. The answer is C correct. Use the set indicator to check the rotor on the side of the air. Runout can be caused unevenly and excessively by torque to drag nuts or studs, or burrs or rust between the hub and the rotor. Answer D is wrong. Parallelism is diagnosed by measuring
several spots on the surface of the rotor with an external micrometer. 18. Answer A wrong. The answer is 14.5 mm. Metric micrometers are similar to standard micrometers. B's answer is wrong. All incremental steps are on one side of the sleeve, and half-millimeter increments are on the other. The C answer is wrong.
The micrometer is 50 in a step of 0.01 millimeters. The answer is D correct. The answer is 14.5 mm. It is important to remember that there are increments on both sides of the sleeve. 19. The answer is correct. Automotive braking systems use two-wall steel tubes as a standard OEM braking line. B's answer is wrong.
Brake hoses and brake lines should always be replaced rather than repaired. The C answer is wrong. The braking line is also called pipes. Answer D is wrong. They use two-wall steel tubes. The ends flare up to match your companion's seat; they are either ISO or double flared up. 20. Answer A wrong. The proportional
valve is part of the combined valve. Answer B The measuring valve is part of the combined valve. The answer is C correct. Both techniques are right. Answer D is wrong. The brake failure light switch is also part of the combined valve. Page 5 ASE A5 Brakes Practice Test 21. The answer is correct. This is the least likely
type of question. The air is trapped in the leads to a soft spongy brake pedal. B's answer is wrong. The innumerable causes uneven wear of brake pads. The C answer is wrong. Sticking caliper slide pins is common and causes uneven wear of the brake pad. Answer D is wrong. The piston from the sticking caliper also
causes uneven wear of the brake pads. 22. The answer is wrong. If both the left and right side brake lights are off, start troubleshooting with a quick check of the chain fuse. B's answer is wrong. The pressure differential switch is used to inform the driver if there is a leak in the system. It is used in two workshop cylinders
to detect the difference in pressure between the two sides. If there is a difference in pressure, the switch will complete the circuit and illuminate the red brake warning lamp. The C answer is wrong. A stuck closed brake switch completes the circuit. This results in brake light lighting at all times, even without pressing the
pedal. A stuck open brake switch does not light the brake light. The answer is D correct. Check the right side lamp first. Most of the time, apparently, the lamp burned from discoloration inside the lamp. 23. Answer A wrong. A damaged or missing reverse spring will keep the shoes from returning to rest properly. B's
answer is wrong. Linking or incorrectly adjusting the parking brake cable can prevent the application and release. The answer is C correct. Both techniques are right. Answer D is wrong. You'll also find that many rack bars of star regulators are included. It is important that these systems are adjusted to maintain proper
parking brake voltage and operation. 24. The answer is wrong. There are two types of electric parking brakes. They both have a switch in the passenger compartment. The EPB parking brake cable uses cables that can stretch and require periodic checks and adjustments. The CALIper-integrated EPB parking brakes
have drives/motors, is attached to a braking caliper and does not have cables for rust or adjustment. B's answer is wrong. The electronic control unit receives inputs and controls the electric motors. The C answer is wrong. The engine is part of the caliper. Check for special procedures. Electric parking brakes require a
process specific to the manufacturer before replacing the brake pad. It depends on the vehicle. Typically, a scanning tool puts the system in maintenance or maintenance mode before replacing the pads. The answer is D correct. The hand lever or handle and brake cable activate the usual parking brake systems. 25. The
answer is wrong. When measuring the inner diameter of the brake drum, use the largest recorded measurement. B's answer is wrong. The brake drum inside the micrometer is used for this measurement. Answer C When measuring the inside of the brake drum, use the largest, not the smallest, dimension. The answer is
D correct. Compare with MAX the maximum diameter stamp on the outside of the drum. Page 6 ASE A5 Brake Practice Test 26. The answer is correct. Avoid oil lubricant that can swell rubber parts and chassis lubricant that burn both and B's answer is wrong. Shoe pads on the back-tar can become shabby and grooved
as the shoes move back and forth on its surface. These pads can be sanded or fed smooth to restore surface integrity. The C answer is wrong. Steel back plate plates are used to hold and assemble wheel cylinders, brake shoes and other related equipment on the drum brake block. Answer D is wrong. Always use the
correct high temperature lubricant between the swing plate and the shoe. 27. The answer is wrong. Vacuum accelerators use a vacuum control valve that allows air to flow in only one direction. This valve supports the vacuum in the amplifier on the wide open throttle or when the engine is turned off. B's answer is wrong.
Check to see if the vehicle has a hard brake pedal and has difficulty stopping; If so, suspect a brake amplifier or a vacuum control valve. The answer is C correct. Heat and time impair the brake fluid. Excessive heat from the braking system can cause the liquid to boil and evaporate, leaving pockets steaming in the brake
lines. This vapor is compressed and leads to a low spongy pedal. Answer D is wrong. Hydroboost braking systems use steering pressure instead of vacuum as a source of power. 28. Answer A wrong. Isolate the main cylinder by blocking port sockets with plugs and checking the pedals for hardness. If the pedal is hard,
the main cylinder cup seals are good, and the problem exists downstream. B's answer is wrong. The air can be captured in an ABS unit, line or hose, or in one of the brake blocks. If the main cylinder and braking units do not have air pockets and the pedal is still low, there may be air in the hydraulic unit of the ABS. The
answer is C correct. The air entering the braking system leads to the spongy brake pedal because the air is compressed. Answer D is wrong. Both techniques are right. 29. Answer A wrong. The measuring valve holds the pressure on the front brakes until the rear drum brakes overcome spring pressure. The answer is B
correct. Proportional valves provide balanced braking by reducing hydraulic pressure on the rear brake blocks during sudden and panic braking. This reduction in pressure helps prevent the rear wheel from being locked. The C answer is wrong. The measuring valve prevents the wearative. Answer D is wrong. Adjust the
height of the sensing proportion of the valve on the side of the height with all four firm tires on the ground. Adjusting this type of proportional valve on the elevator will reduce the performance of the rear brake. 30. Answer A wrong. Dirt and road debris can get into a gap or between the tone of sprockets creating problems
with the signal. B's answer is wrong. Tone rings for these speed sensors With a hub or CV axis; Free wheel bearings cause sensor rings to fluctuate. The answer is C correct. Both techniques are right. Answer D is wrong. Examine the wheel bearings, grabbing the tire from above and below and shaking it back and forth.
Excessive play indicates a free wheel bearing. Page 7 ASE A5 Brake Practice Test 31. 31. And that's not right. The frozen caliper in the RR braking assembly results in noticeable uneven braking. First, examine the front brakes. B's answer is wrong. Replace the damaged braking line with a line approved by the car
manufacturer (two-wall steel line) rather than copper. The C answer is wrong. Limiting the brake line of the Russian Federation causes an attraction to the right after braking. The answer is D correct. The main cylinder creates more than enough pressure to bypass the kink and apply the brake. The problem is that the
brake caliper or wheel cylinder is unable to create enough pressure to bypass the kink and return the liquid to the main cylinder. This residual pressure holds the brake applied on this wheel, which leads to the brake. 32. The answer is wrong. A small metal clip makes a screeching sound when it comes into contact with
the rotor. The answer is B correct. When the tip of the electric sensor comes into contact with the rotor, the warning light of the pad lights up on the dashboard. Unfortunately, this usually means that the sensor is damaged and needs to be replaced. The C answer is wrong. The electric pad warning system is a less
intrusive way of indicating pad wear for the driver. When this wire chain is interrupted, the pads wear warning light lights on the dashboard. Answer D is wrong. Unfortunately, by the time the driver's light lights light, the sensor chain has already broken down, which requires the replacement of the sensor. 33. The answer
is wrong. Excessive side kicking of the rotor leads to the pulsation of the brake pedal (front) or the driver's seat (rear). B's answer is wrong. The perverted brake drum is similar to a deformed rotor, resulting in a throbbing brake pedal (front) or driver's seat (rear). The C answer is wrong. The worn CV joint makes a
snapping noise during the turn. The answer is D correct. The wheel bearing on the outside of the turn is louder because it has more weight of the vehicle resting on it. When turning your left hand, the bad right bearing of the front wheel is louder. 34. The answer is wrong. They create AC voltage signals that increase at
the speed of the wheel. Use a multi-meter to troubleshoot open (OL) or short (0.00) in the sensor. B's answer is wrong. The wheel of the receiver can be damaged or baked with dirt or clay. The C answer is wrong. PM sensors produce a AC signal that is converted into a constant current using a control module. The



answer is D correct. If the code points to a problem with the wheel speed sensor chain, inspect the circuit, fork the sensor and tip for damage, and the sensor/tone ring reluctor for damaged teeth. 35. The answer is wrong. Refined petroleum products are particularly harmful to rubber brake components. Inspect the strip
for damage and liquid for contamination. If there is no seal of the pad or broken and brake fluid need to be flush. B's answer is wrong. The brake fluid is hygroscopic and easily absorbs moisture from the air. The lid of the tank functions as a flexible seal to prevent brake fluid contamination. Liquid will appear on the body
of the tank if the lid is sealed The answer is C correct. Most modern cars have composite plastic tanks with a screw-type lid. The lids of the tank have a rubber pad between the lid and the tank. Answer D is wrong. The pad bends inwards and prevents air from entering the system when the tank level falls. Drop. ase test
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